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COMPARISON CHART
ATTRIBUTE OLYMPUS COMPETITORS

5 sizes for fitting maximum material thicknesses:  
5/8”, 7/8”, 1-1/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-13/16”  

Bright nickel (14A) finish (stocked and immediately available).  
Matte black (US19) finish (stocked and immediately available in all sizes).
Competitor products stocked in two sizes only. Other sizes priced @ 50% off list.  ¬
Passed ANSI/BHMA Grade 2 cycle test: 20,000 cycles including key insertion and 
removal.  
5 disc tumbler keying matches CompX National and allows for interoperability 
between Olympus and CompX disc tumbler systems.  
Shipped with cylinder and body assembled via patented retainer staple. Keys are not 
required for assembly.  
Spur washer with eyelet. When screwed into place, the spur washer prevents lock 
rotation and keeps fixing nut from loosening after installation.  
Revolutionary cylinder + cylinder extender allows cylinders to easily be swapped 
between different size cam lock bodies increasing inventory and keying flexibility.  
Stock orders ship within 24 hours.  
Custom keyed (non-stock) orders typically ship in 1-2 days.  
Prepaid freight allowance applies to all orders and products (pin, disc or accessories) 
regardless of stock or custom keyed items.  
Prepaid freight allowance applies to drop shipments.  
US prepaid freight minimum (excluding Alaska and Hawaii)
Canada prepaid freight minimum

$1,500
$2,000

$2,500
$2,500

No up charge for broken box quantities.  

No minimum order quantity, mix and match stock and custom keyed orders. $10 small order charge on 
orders less than $40. 

$100 net
Stock and special orders 

cannot be combined.

No “keyed to schedule” up charge.    
Generous returned goods allowance. Returns allowed for  

up to 1 year.
Returns allowed for  

up to 90 days.


